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ABSTRACT 

An effective national identification system is a necessity in any national government for the 

proper implementation and execution of its governmental policies and duties. This thesis 

aims at restructuring Nigeria national identification system so as to make it effective in 

addressing its political and civil problems, which ranges from manipulated census count 

figures and electoral fraud to economic fraud and civil problems. These problems are 

arguably due to Nigeria’s ineffective national identification system.  

We proposed in this thesis, a restructured Nigeria national identification system to help 

address these political and civil problems. The proposed identification system is designed 

such that it will help to address identification problems in general, reduce elections and 

census count fraud to a minimum and be useful for the execution of policies in sectors of the 

economy.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The concept of identification has always been a part of mankind. Verifying the identity of a 

person, a body or an organisation has become so important in today’s world that its absence 

would only mean a world in chaos. Our world today is a technology and business driven 

world that can only continue to remain the way it is or get better if identification is given its 

due place. Identification has become so vast that it embraces every aspect of our lives, be it 

social or technological. While several nations are considering improving their National 

identification system by integrating recent identification technology into it, others that do not 

have a National identification system in place are debating on having one or not. 

National identification system has become the subject of public debate. To facilitate various 

activities of any National government, all citizens and organizations should be uniquely 

identified. Any governmental activities such as social security services, public administration, 

Medicare services, tax collection, fair National elections, transparent National census count 

and much more cannot be effectively facilitated in the absence of a good National 

identification system. 

 A successful National identification scheme is greatly dependent on public trust and should 

be carefully and sensitively implemented with respect to the social and technological maturity 

of the nation in question.  

Technology has become more pervasive and affordable nowadays that most identification 

system is technology based. There are a lot of ongoing research and design that are geared 

towards personal identification. All these are supposedly to make identification more 

effective and secure. 

There is no such thing as a totally secure National identification system, nor can there be a 

system that is completely immune to the risk of taking in multiple or false identities. It is 

known that biometrics can be spoofed and registration data falsely represented. There can be 

problems at both human and technological level. 

In this thesis, we propose a new National identification structure for Nigeria to help address 

its identification problems in general, reduce elections and census count fraud to a minimum 

and be useful for the execution of policies in sectors of the economy.  

1.1 Objectives 

Having a National identification system in place in any National government is one thing, but 

having an effective and approximately secure National identification system is another. This 

thesis work mainly aims at restructuring Nigeria’s National identification system and 

proposing a data flow pattern in the restructured system to help tackle the problems of 

electoral fraud and manipulated census count figures.  

1.2 Motivation  

I was deeply motivated into restructuring Nigeria’s National Identification system after 

looking into the National identification system of several developed nations. During the first 

few months of my studies in Sweden, I became increasingly aware of how effective its 

National identification system was. This led to my looking into the national identification 

systems of other countries with a good national identification system. These national 

identification systems can easily account for the approximately correct number of citizens 
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and legal immigrants in the countries in question, and the identification of any person was 

convenient and easy. Thus it occurred to me that if such a good identification system is put in 

place in Nigeria, it can help solve her political problems of electoral fraud and manipulated 

census count figures, and as well as address her civil problems. 

Nigeria being a country that has over 250 ethnic groups with varying languages and customs 

is also home to a variety of religions [1]. This diversity tends to be a disadvantage when it 

comes to issues like fair elections and transparent National census count. The diversity has 

also led to a chronic problem of ethnic politics which has in turn given birth to militancy. All 

these being the result of some ethnic or religious groups trying to be the dominant group in 

terms of numbers and political victors. These problems have in many cases resulted in the 

loss of lives and properties.  

A good identification system that can easily account for the total number of Nigerians at 

home and its legal immigrants will go a long way in addressing these political problems 

which has become the source of most of the civil problems in the country. This is because an 

effective National identification register can easily be used for check and balance whenever it 

is needed for a fair election, transparent census count and governmental administrations. 

1.3 Problem Statement  

The political and civil situations discussed in preceding sections led to the following research 

question: 

How should Nigeria National identification system be designed to help fight her recurring 

problems of electoral fraud, manipulated census count figures, and the lot of her civil 

problems? 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is made up of seven chapters. 

Chapter one which is the present chapter covers the introduction, motivation, the problem 

statement and the objectives of the thesis. 

Chapter two informs the reader about the various government agencies that make up the 

Nigeria National identification system. 

Understanding national identification is relevant to this thesis work, hence chapter three 

reviews National identification. 

The understanding of identification technologies used in identification today is relevant to 

this thesis. Chapter four reviews the identification technologies relevant to this thesis. 

Chapter five is about the restructuring of the Nigeria National identification system. 

Chapter six illustrates how the restructured identification system should be used to tackle the 

problems stated in the previous sections of this thesis. 

Chapter seven will be discussing reliability, privacy issues and the cost of implementation of 

the system. 

Chapter eight concludes the thesis and suggests some further work.  
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1.5 Personal Opinion 

Although my supervisors may have gone through this thesis, they may disagree with some 

concepts in it. This thesis is therefore my own personal conceptions and opinion on how to 

tackle the political and civil problems that troubles my country. 

My conceptions and opinion were undoubtedly influenced by my experiences home and 

abroad and as such may differ from the way such kind of problems are approached in other 

geographical locations. 
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2.  NIGERIA NATIONAL IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM  

The Nigeria National identification system is made up of several agencies with each agency 

having its own responsibilities. Notable among them are the agencies in the following 

sections. 

2.1 Department of National Civic Registration (DNCR) 

The department of National civic registration (DNCR) was established following the 

promulgation of Decree 51 in 1979 by the then Military government. The department was 

charged with the responsibility of documenting the identity of Nigeria citizens and 

immigrants in terms of biographic data. The programme was for the basic registration of 

Nigerians who had attain the age of 18 and the issuance of National Identity card to them [2]. 

The programme was however not realised until the year 2003. The DNCR is now defunct. It 

is now a part of the National identity management commission. 

2.2 Nigeria Immigration Service (NIS)  

The Nigeria immigration service (NIS) is strictly concerned with immigration issues. The 

NIS was extracted from the Nigeria police force (NPF) in 1958 [3]. The NIS has the 

information of all citizens that are registered with it for immigration purpose in an 

independent database. It has the statuary responsibility of issuing travel documents to citizens 

and immigrants. The statistics of immigration is a responsibility of the Nigeria immigration 

service. 

2.3 Federal Road Safety Commission (FRSC) 

The federal road safety commission (FRSC) has the statuary responsibility of managing road 

traffic administration and safety. It is responsible for drivers, motorists and the general 

public’s education and drivers licensing. The FRSC was established in 1998 [10]. The FRSC 

operates an independent data base which contains the information of licensed drivers and 

driving students. 

2.4 The National Population Commission (NPC)  

The National population commission (NPC) is authorized by statute to collect, analyse and 

promulgate population and demographic statistics of the country. The NPC was established 

by the federal government of Nigeria in 1998 [11]. The NPC’s independent database contains 

population census count figures of Nigeria. This figure has always been disputed by several 

political figures and a large percentage of the population. 

2.5 Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC)  

The independent National electoral commission (INEC) is a permanent independent body 

with the responsibility of organising federal and state elections in Nigeria. The INEC was 

established in accordance with section 153(f) of the Nigeria constitution [4]. The INEC’s data 

base contains the information of registered voters of previous and present elections as well as 

the result of those elections. 
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2.6 The National Identification Management Commission 

The National Identification Management Commission (NIMC) which was established by the 

NIMC Act No. 23 of 2007 has the mandate to maintain and manage the National identity 

database in Nigeria. It is responsible for registering persons covered by the Act, assigning a 

unique National identification number and issuing general multi-purpose cards to those 

registered persons. It is also responsible for integrating existing identification databases in 

Nigeria [2]. 

Before the NIMC was established, there have been no policies or unique set of principles put 

in place for the realization of desired outcome related to identity, and the issuance of 

identification cards was a task of respective organizations.  
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3. NATIONAL IDENTIFICATION REVIEW 

The reasons for a National identification system today differ from those of the past. While 

today’s National identification systems are mainly for citizen’s identification purposes, 

citizen’s welfare, border control, tax evasion control, e-governance, et cetera, it was used for 

discriminatory purposes by oppressive governments in the past. The Nazi regime and the 

Regime in place during the Rwanda genocide facilitated their crimes against humanity by 

their identification systems [5]. 

In most countries, the identification document commonly known as ID card is used for 

identification purposes only and they don’t contain a nationally unique identification number. 

In some other countries, the ID card is not compulsory but a nationally unique identification 

number is mandatory in order to be entered into the National identification system. Several 

countries are presently implementing a National identification system. The purpose of a 

National identification system varies with different countries [5]. So does the nationally 

unique identification number. 

3.1 National Identification Scheme    

National identification is usually the subject of debate and controversy in any National 

government. The debate and controversy is usually the result of privacy concerns. There is 

usually the notion that a National identification would invade the privacy of the citizens of 

the country. 

The idea of a National ID system was strongly opposed in the United States especially by 

civil liberties groups. They argue that it would invade the privacy of citizens. There was a 

similar resistance in Japan when its government launched a mandatory nationwide 

identification scheme whereby all its citizens were required to have an 11 digit identification 

number. 

There are varied reasons why some citizens of Nigeria resent a National identification 

scheme. One of the reasons is that if used as voter’s registration card, it would have a 

negative effect on the voting strength of sections of the country. Other reasons are religious 

and personal reasons which are strongly linked to privacy invasion.  

A National Identification system is needed in many governments for an effective application 

and execution of their governmental policies and programs. In sectors of the economy like 

tax administration, immigration system, healthcare system, driving licence administration, 

educational system, financial and banking system, crime control and policing, et cetera, a 

National identification of some sort is highly needed. This identification is usually a unique 

identifier of some sort that is assigned to each individual in a country and is usually printed in 

identification document of some kind for easy identification. This unique identifier is usually 

stored together with personal data such as name, date of birth, place of birth, gender, address 

and possibly more. 

3.2 A Good National Identification System 

There is no such thing as a totally secure National identification system, nor can there be a 

system that is completely immune to the risk of taking in multiple or false identities. It is 

known that biometrics can be spoofed and registration data falsely represented. There can be 

problems at both human and technological level.  
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A good identification system can be said to be one that attends to some 90% of a given 

country’s National identification needs. Such a National identification scheme is greatly 

dependent on public trust and should be carefully and sensitively implemented with respect to 

the social and technological maturity of the nation in question.  

3.3 Identification of a Person. 

A person is identified by a set of characteristics which are physical and social. These set of 

physical and social characteristics are to fully describe the person as a member of a given 

society and differentiate him from other members of the same society. One can assume more 

than one identity for different reasons, but in the context of a National identification system, 

only one unique person is allowed to assume a given identity. 

A person in a National identification system can either be a natural person or an artificial 

person: 

 A Natural Person is a living being with human rights. 

 An Artificial Person is a non-human that can be recognised as a person by the law, that 

is, a juridical person – e.g. a corporate body. 

3.4 Identifiers in a National Identification System. 

Identifiers make an identification system what it is. Identifiers are used in an identification 

system to create information that can at any point in time identify a person. 

For a natural person, identifiers can be the name, date of birth, residential address, a digital 

photograph and biometrics. 

For an artificial person, identifiers can be the name, date of establishment, organisational 

aims, et cetera. 

A Unique Identifier: 

Any good National identification system should identify any person in the system with a 

unique identifier. A unique identifier has the advantage of clearly differentiating each 

individual in the system and facilitating a straight access to the record of any person in the 

system at any time. The unique identifier can be a serial number of some sort that has been 

authenticated with or tied to the biometrics of the person in the case of a natural person. 

Most National identification systems use a number that has been encoded with some 

information of the person. In other words, the number is not just an ordinary serial number. 

3.5 Identity Information Creation. 

Identity information for a National identification system is created from the various 

identifiers of the natural and artificial person. The information is created by collecting the 

identifiers information and structuring them into data fitted for a database system. 

In modern identification systems, the information gathered from identifiers are converted into 

digital data. 
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3.6 Identity Information Authentication 

The information stored in the databases of identification systems are usually authenticated 

before they are stored in the system. Information such as the height, finger prints and eyes 

colour are usually authenticated by the presence of the person involved. Some identification 

systems rely on other identification systems for information authentication. The date of birth 

of someone for instance can rely on the birth certificate of that someone for authentication. 

3.7 Identity Information Update 

Information updating in a National identification system is a time to time thing. In any 

identification system, there is always an inherent need for information update. From time to 

time, there will be a change of some information about the person. A person’s personal 

information such as address, height and surname may need editing. Updating the information 

whenever there is a change is necessary to keep the database in a trusted form.  

Other reasons that may necessitate editing of information are human and machine error.  

3.8 Identification Document 

An identification document is any document that can be used to ascertain the correctness of 

aspects of a person’s personal identity. A very basic human identity is created at the time of 

birth. This identity is used for the issuance of an identification document known as birth 

certificate. It is basic in the sense that latter identification of a person depends on it. 

 Identification document is mostly issued in the form of an identity card of a standard size. 

The most common identity document is the general identity card which is owned by all 

citizens of some countries and some citizens in other countries. Depending on the country, 

the possession of an identity card produced by the government may or may not be 

compulsory. Identity documents usually have a certain duration during which it is accepted as 

a valid identity document. 

Other forms of identity documents are international passport and driving licence. Most 

identification documents are now electronic in nature. 

3.9 Identification Document Renewal 

Identification documents usually have a limited period of validity for several reasons, the 

most important reason being security. Upon expiration, it is then renewed. At the time of 

renewal, the original information contained in the document may have to be updated or 

simply prolonged. Another reason for document renewal is the time-linked change of 

biometric information. 

3.10 Identification Document Revocation 

Identification document may have to be revoked even though it has a limited validity period. 

The reasons for revocation may range from security reasons to human and machine error. A 

revoked document may still be in possession of the owner in some cases even though it is no 

longer valid. In most identification systems, security is put in place to guide against accepting 

a revoked document. 
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4. IDENTIFICATION TECHNOLOGIES REVIEW 

Identification technologies are changing with time and evolving. With each change come 

promises of better identification problems solution. This chapter reviews the identification 

technologies relevant to this thesis work. 

4.1 Database. 

A database is an organised collection of data [13]. The main component of any National 

identification system is the set of databases containing the personal information of those 

registered with the system. They are physical support used as storage for the personal 

information contained in an identification system. The databases keep a log of all transactions 

for future references in the case of information update and fraud investigation.  

The core of the identification system is represented by these databases. It is a rule of thumb to 

make essential a security and access control for the system. The security and access control is 

necessary in order to preserve the authenticity and confidentiality of the sensitive information 

stored in the databases. It is the information stored in these databases that are used for 

creating the identification documents. 

Databases usually fall into one of two broad categories. The first category are specific 

purpose databases which often contain data that performs relatively small role while the 

second category are general purpose, resource databases that are not project specific but 

intended to be used by a wide variety of users [8].  

National identification databases can comprise of both categories and can either be designed 

as a centralised or decentralised database. There are pros and cons to both models.  

 A centralised database concentrates on a unique area. Information can only be 

retrieved from where the data has been stored. It allows for a better control with 

respect to the security of data stored in it, but there can be a single point of failure 

disadvantage with it.  

 A decentralised database is one in which information can be got from the mother 

database through networking. It is friendlier in terms of privacy but have the 

disadvantage of poor access control. 

4.2 Biometrics 

The science and technology for uniquely recognizing, measuring and analysing biological 

data is known as biometrics. Biometric characteristics are mainly divided into two main 

classes [6]: 

 Physiological which is related to the body’s physique. This is where 

fingerprint, iris recognition, faces recognition and DNA are classified. 

 Behavioural which are related to the behaviour of a person. An example of 

behavioural biometric is voice. 

Biometrics has been in use as far back as in ancient Egypt and in ancient Babylon. Finger 

prints were used by potters in ancient Egypt to mark their wares [7].  

There are several matured biometric technologies in use today, but the oldest technique which 

has been successfully used in many applications is the fingerprint-based biometrics. The 

fingerprint-based biometrics has been successful because: 
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 Everybody has a unique unchangeable fingerprint. 

 Of its low price and non-intrusive nature.  

Some biometrics like facial biometric can change with time and therefore can lie, but minute 

details in fingerprint do not change over time.  

Biometric system works by storing measured biometric data of users that has been enrolled 

into the system. The stored data is later compared with unverified data to determine if they 

are to be allowed to access a system or not.  

Below is a brief explanation of how biometric works:   

 Enrolment 

The enrolment process is the process of putting one’s biometric data into the 

biometric system. This is achieved by swiping fingers or a finger nail over a 

fingerprint reader (for fingerprint biometric system), looking into the lens of a digital 

camera (for iris biometric system), or saying some words (for voice biometrics). 

Several samples are requested by the system so that an average can be determined. 

The user is expected to provide other information like name or ID. 

 

 Access 
For any user to access a biometric system, he must authenticate who he is by swiping 

a finger, saying some words or looking into the biometric system digital camera. The 

biometric system will then compare the sample with the stored data for a final 

decision. A match means access is granted, otherwise access is denied, and another 

trial is given. 

 

 Data Update 

We now know that some biometrics such as facial recognition change slowly with 

time. For such biometrics, data update is essential for maintenance of the system. The 

biometric system will usually perform this update when new measurements are taken. 

Biometric measurement of any type can be classified according to its characteristics. Several 

characteristics are used in various applications. The biometric trait for a particular application 

is carefully chosen since each has its pros and cons [6] [12]. These characteristics are 

explained below: 

 Uniqueness: This refers to how different a given trait is, in a population of different 

individual traits. 

 Universality: This means that anybody who is going to use the biometric system 

should have the chosen trait. 

 Performance: The biometric trait should with respect to the matching algorithm be 

unvarying in nature. 

 Measurability: Measurability of a biometric trait depends on the possibility of 

acquiring and digitizing the given trait using suitable and convenient devices. 

 Acceptability: This refers to how much users will be willing to use the biometric 

system technology. This is connected with convenience and privacy issues. Users may 

be unwilling to integrate their DNA for instance because of privacy and be willing to 

swipe a finger across a scanner in order to integrate their finger prints into the 

scanner. 
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 Circumvention:  Circumvention refers to how the biometric system can be easily 

fooled by imitating the trait of an individual. 

The choice of the biometric trait to be used depends on the application because no biometric 

is ideal. In other words, no biometric can effectively meet the above requirements. 

4.3 Smart card 

A smart card is a simple plastic card that is at the size of a credit card, with embedded 

microchip, which has the constituent parts for transmitting, storing and processing data. The 

data stored in a smart card are protected from unauthorised access and manipulations because 

data access is only via a serial interface controlled by security logic. Hence confidential data 

can be written to and stored in the card in a manner that prevents them from unauthorised 

access. 

The smart card has a variety of applications from digital identification of individuals to e-

wallet.  

Smart cards can be divided into two groups, memory cards and microprocessor cards. 

 Memory cards: Data is stored in the memory which is electrically erasable 

programmable read-only memory ( EEPROM). Security logic controls access to the 

memory. In its simplest form, the security logic consists only of write or erase 

protection for the memory or certain memory regions. Memory cards are the most 

common and least expensive.  

 Microprocessor cards: These are more like our computers since they have random 

access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM) and EEPROM with an 8 or 16 bit 

microprocessor. There is an operating system in the ROM to manage the file system 

in the EEPROM and run the desired functions in the RAM which is a volatile memory 

Smart cards are classified differently due to their functionality and their communication with 

the reader. They are classified as contact smart cards and contactless smart cards. 

 Contact smart cards: Smart cards that have contact pads at one corner are known as 

contact smart cards. These contact pads help to supply the necessary energy and to 

communicate with the reader via direct contact. 

 Contactless smart cards: Smart cards that do not have contact pad on their surface are 

known as contactless smart cards. Hence the connection between the card and the 

reader is achieved via radio frequency (RF). They have embedded small wire loop 

that is used as an inductor to supply energy to the card and communicate with the 

reader. 

 Combo smart cards: These are smart cards that have contact pad for large data 

transactions like public key infrastructure (PKI) credentials, and a wire loop for 

mutual authentication. 

4.4 Public Key Infrastructure 

Public key infrastructure (PKI) is a set of technologies that governs the issuance of digital 

certificates and binds public and private keys with their corresponding user uniqueness 

through a certificate authority (CA). It enables the users of unsecure network such as the 

internet to exchange data securely through the use of a cryptographic key pair obtained by 

means of a trusted authority. When a PKI is used, data is encrypted and digital signatures are 
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created to authenticate their identities. The public and private key pair helps to encrypt and 

decrypt data and ensure confidentiality. Thus, the PKI is comprised of numerous policies, 

software and components that handle public and private keys, and certificates that proves the 

authenticity of users. 

A good PKI can achieve the following: 

 Confidentiality: When data is transmitted over the network, PKI ensures the 

confidentiality of the transmitted data. The data is protected through Strong 

encryption algorithms which ensure the privacy of the data such that only those who 

possess the keys are able to decode the message. 

 Authentication: In a PKI, the sender of a message and the recipient of the data 

message are able to authenticate the identity of each other. This is made possible by 

digital certificates. The digital certificates contain encrypted hashes and are used to 

provide integrity. 

 Integrity: The integrity of data transmitted over the network is ensured in PKI. This is 

because any modification made to the original data is identified. 

 Non-repudiation: In PKI, digital signatures are used to link senders to data messages. 

The digital signatures ensure that messages are always signed by their senders. Thus a 

sender of a message cannot at a later stage deny sending the message. 

A public key infrastructure is made up of the following: 

Digital Certificates: A digital certificate links a public key with its owner, thus verifying the 

identity of its owner. That is, it contains enough information to validate and verify the 

identity of its owner. It is impossible to forge a digital certificate since it is digitally signed by 

the authority that issued it.  

A certificate authority (CA): This is an entity which is a combination of hardware and 

software, and is responsible for creating digital certificates. It can issue certificate to 

organisations, natural persons, other CAs, network devices, et cetera. It can be a trusted third 

party or an internal entity of the organisation.  

A CA accepts a certificate request from a person and authenticates the identity of the person. 

It then creates and digitally signs the certificate for the requestor using its own private key. 

An organisation can have several CAs placed in a logical manner. Such logical placements 

help to categorize the PKI as follows: 

 Hierarchical PKI 

 Mesh PKI 

 Trust-file PKI 

The differences between the three are in the way the CA is relied upon. The most significant 

in terms of trust is the hierarchical CA. 

Certificate Policies: Certificate policies (CP) are the rules which govern the use of digital 

certificates. 

Certificate Practice Statement: A certificate practice statement (CPS) is a detail of how the 

CA intends to manage issued certificates. 
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A registration authority (RA): This is an authority that verifies a users request for a digital 

certificate on behalf of the CA and tells the CA to issue the certificate. Thus, an RA verifies 

the identity of an end user to determine if the end user is entitled to possess a public key 

certificate issued.  The RA enforces all policies and procedures defined in the CAs certificate 

policy and certificate practices statement. An RA is an optional component of a PKI. 

Repositories: These store and publish certificates and certificate revocation lists (CRLs). This 

is where users send their request for the confirmation of other user’s certificates. 

Certificate revocation list (CRL): This is a list of certificates that are no longer valid. When a 

certificate is issued, it remains valid for a given time, after which it becomes invalid. There 

are also occasions when the CA can end the validity of a given certificate through a 

procedure known as certificate revocation. This can occur when information included in the 

certificate becomes invalid and is no longer trusted.  

Figure 4.1 illustrates the relationship between the components of a PKI.  

 

 

 

Fig.4.1 Public key infrastructure architecture 

4.5 X.509 

The X.509 is a standard developed by the international telecommunications union (ITU) for 

PKI in cryptography. It is a standard for single sign-on (SSO) and privilege management 
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public key certificate, certificate revocation lists, and certificate path validation algorithm and 
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X.509 which was initially issued on July 1998 began in association with the X.500 standard 

(version 1), and it assumed a hierarchical CA system for issuing of certificates. In 1993, 

(version 2) an enhanced version which included support and directory access control was 

released. Version 3 included compatibility with other topologies like bridges and meshes, and 

can be used in peer to-peer, OpenPGP-similar web of trust. 

In an X.509 system, the CA issues a certificate binding a public key to a unique name or an 

alternate name such as a DNS-entry or an e-mail address. The X.509 version 3 digital 

certificates have three main variables which are the certificate, the certificate signature 

algorithm and the certificate signature. 

The certificate is described by attributes such as: 

 Version 

 Serial number 

 Algorithm ID 

 Issuer 

 Validity 

 Subject 

 Subject public key 

 Issuer unique identifier 

 Subject unique identifier 

 Extensions 

The issuer unique identifier, subject unique identifier and extensions are optional. 

4.6 Virtual Private Network 

A virtual private network (VPN) is a computer network of virtual circuits that exists over the 

top of another existing network. VPN aims at allowing communications between systems 

connected to the VPN through an existing shared network infrastructure without the VPN 

network being aware of the existing underlying backbone network, and without the VPN 

interfering with other network traffic in the backbone network. A VPN network connecting 

two networks is known as VPN Tunnel. 

Encryption and authentication technologies are used to convert standard internet connections 

into VPNs. VPN technologies are mainly categorised as secure VPN and trusted VPN. 

 Secure VPN is used to provide authentication and confidentiality. All traffic on the 

network are encrypted and authenticated. 

 Trusted VPN is used for traffic segmentation on large core networks. It can allow for 

data flow control and can be seen as a logical connection between two networks. 

Therefore, secure VPNs differ from trusted VPNs in that they do not provide for data flow 

control such as routing and bandwidth guarantees. Likewise, trusted VPNs does not provide 

for security features such as data confidentiality through encryption.   
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5. THE IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM RESTRUCTURING 

The restructuring of the identification system was approached from the scratch in order to 

tackle the problems in the present system in use.  

After scrutinizing the Nigeria National identification system, the following were noticed with 

respect to the problems that solutions are being proposed for in this thesis work: 

 The National identification structure of Nigeria can neither account for the numbers of 

its citizens nor its immigrants in totality.  

 It lacks a database that accounts for the basic information of citizens and immigrants 

in totality.  

 It cannot be used for check and balance in a National census count. 

 It cannot determine a boundary for registered voters during voters registration 

exercise.  

 It is impossible to use it for check and balance in situations of disputed elections 

results 

 It cannot keep a good statistics of citizens and migrants moving in and out of the 

country. 

 The system was not designed from the scratch; rather it is a combination of several 

identification schemes. This gives room for loopholes. 

 It does not provide for easy editing of changes to citizens and immigrants basic 

information. 

 Institutions for birth registration in Nigeria cannot ensure accurate birth registration 

since it has not yet been overhauled 

The various agencies that make up the Nigeria identification system operate independent data 

bases solely for their own purposes. The identification and authentication of persons can be 

done by any identification agency. This is a huge disadvantage since identification 

information of persons are possibly created several times thus giving rise to several 

identification information for a single person. 

As at may 2007, the committee on harmonisation of National identity cards proposed 

harmonising the various ID cards in Nigeria [2]. The harmonisation of the various ID cards 

can be complicated and impossible since there are several identification numbers for each 

individual depending on how many agencies the individual is having dealings with.  Any 

present complications will certainly give rise to future identification problems, thus we 

suggested designing an all together new identification system from the scratch.  

5.1 National Identification Agency 

In the proposed National identification system, we started by proposing a government agency 

that will be solely responsible for identification information creation, authentication and 

update. The agency will have to be totally independent and solely responsible for the 

National identification information database. 

The identification agency will have the following mandates: 

 It will be the sole authority that creates and authenticates the information in the 

National identification system’s database.  

 It will be the sole authority that grants or deny access to the identification system 

database. 
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 It will be the sole authority that issues a National identification number to citizens, 

residents and juridical persons. 

 It will be the sole authority that updates the information in the identification database. 

 It will be responsible for informing governmental and non-governmental agencies that 

uses information from the database about any information update.  

 It will be responsible for educating the general populace on the need for information 

update in the identification system. 

 It will have the information of the residential and non-residential areas of all states in 

its database, beginning from the local government areas. 

 It will be responsible for issuing a basic National identification document to citizens 

and residents. 

 It will be responsible for making sure that important information from other 

governmental agencies is at its disposal for information update and authentication. 

Information on migration of citizens and residents in and out of the country from the 

Nigeria immigration service is an example of such important information for the 

National identification database update.   

The identification agency will be a new agency created for this purpose.  Alternatively, the 

National Identification Management Commission can assume a whole new role as stated 

above. 

5.2 A Unique National Identification Number 

We proposed a National identification number that should be compulsory for every citizen 

and residence regardless of age. The identification number is to be unique to each individual 

and is to carry some basic important identification information. It is a seventeen digit number. 

The following basic information are contained in the identification number: 

 State of origin 

 Local government area of origin 

 Date of birth 

 Sex 

 ID number 

A description of the National identification number is shown below: 

 

XX        XX       YYYYMMDD        S          XXX           X 

State          LGA                Birth date                   Sex          ID number       check digit 

 

The total number of states in Nigeria is a two digit number, hence the two digit number for 

the state information. The total number of local government areas in any given state in 

Nigeria is not more than a two digit number, hence the two digit number for local 

government area information. The sex digit is one for a man and two for a woman.  The ID 

number is a three digit number, thus there can be 999 ID number for male, and 999 ID 

numbers for female who are born in the same day and place. 
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 A major advantage of our proposed identification number format is easy statistical 

data placement in a database. We proposed this format because of the demographics 

of Nigeria. 

 The major disadvantage is that the number is seen as giving out too much information 

about an individual thus bringing up privacy issues. 

The last digit is a check digit for error detection in the number. There are several ways of 

calculating check digits. In this work, we propose the generation of a check digit based on the 

Universal Product Code check digit generation. 

For the generation of the check digit, the digits in the odd numbered positions are added up 

and multiplied by three. The digits in the even numbered positions are added up and 

multiplied by one. The check digit is then generated by adding the two previous outcomes 

and then subtracting it from the next higher multiple of ten.  

5.3 Biometric Solution 

Finger and facial biometrics are used in many identification systems today. In the proposed 

identification system, we recommended a combination of facial and finger biometrics since 

facial biometrics can change with time. The biometric information is created at the same time 

that other information such as name, date of birth and residential address  is taken from the 

person (natural person) registering into the system.  

All the above information is tied to the National identification number issued to the provider 

of the identity information, and updated from time to time.  

5.4 National Identification Database 

The National identification agency’s database is to be independent of other governmental 

agency databases. The database is not to be connected to any of the other databases. 

However, it is to allow other governmental agencies to access the identification information 

for identity confirmation. Access to the National identification agency database by any other 

agency is to be a onetime only access per person. 

The design is such that other governmental agencies have their independent database that 

suits their objectives. Identification information of any individual that is having dealings with 

the other governmental agencies is to be confirmed through the National identification 

agency database. Anybody who is to have dealings with other governmental agencies as well 

as non governmental agencies is to provide their basic information which will then be 

confirmed from the National identification database. 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the national identification system’s databases design and network. 
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Fig.5.1 Databases design and access 

Hence the other governmental agencies as well as nongovernmental agencies will have access 

to the National identification database when necessary in accordance with the rules that will 

be set up by the National identification agency, but none will be allowed to add or remove 

information from the database.  

Information in the National Identification System Agency’s Database  

Only basic identification information is to be on the National identification database. The 

identification information of a natural person in the National identification system database 

will be the unique National identification number, the names, the birth date, the birth place, 

the sex, the biometric information, the state of origin name, the local government area of 

origin name, the residential address, and a digital photograph. 

For a juridical person, the identification information will be the name, the aim of the body, 

the date of establishment and location addresses. 

The residential address information of natural persons is very important in the identification 

scheme for a check and balance during elections and National census count, that it must be up 

to date for a proper maintenance of the system.  
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5.5 Other Agencies Databases 

All agencies are to have their own independent databases for their various aims. The only 

reason for any agency to connect to the National identification agency’s database is for the 

identification information authentication of a person they will be dealing with for the first 

time. 

If for instance a person needs a drivers licence, that person will provide a National 

identification number, names and biometric information to the FRSC. The information 

provided will then be authenticated by connecting to the National identification database for 

identity authentication. After identity authentication by the FRSC through the National 

database, the necessary data of the person will then be inputted into the FRSC database. 

Subsequent information update of the person’s identification data is to be communicated to 

the FRSC and other agencies that may have the identification information of the person in 

question. 

5.6 Accessing the National Identification Database 

The National identification database is to be accessed through virtual-private-network wide-

area-network (VPN WAN). This access is to be a onetime access only per individual since 

subsequent information update is to be communicated to all agencies by the National 

identification agency. Agencies get connected with the National identification agency 

through the VPN WAN and fulfil the rules and regulations set by the identification agency in 

order to get the onetime access to the information needed per person as illustrated in figure 

5.2.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2 Connecting to the National Identification Agency  

All databases are independent and not connected with each other. An official from any given 

agency can only access that given agency’s database at all times.  
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As illustrated in figure 5.3., the following steps are to be followed in any given agency; 

 Step 1, a natural or juridical person provides basic identification information that has 

been created, authenticated and stored in the National identification database. 

 Step 2 , a given agency connect to the National identification database for the first 

time with respect to the person in question for identification information confirmation. 

 Step 3, the identification information is inputted into the given agency’s database for 

further actions in accordance to the given agency’s rules and aims. 

                                           

                                 

Fig. 5.3 accessing the National database  

Subsequent information update is to be communicated to all agencies, governmental and 

nongovernmental by the National identification agency.  

The communication of updated identity information to all agencies concerned is to be the sole 

responsibility of the National identification agency. 

5.7 National Identification Document 

A National identification document to be issued solely by the National identification agency 

will be a smart card based identification document. The document will be able to store 

identification information for the purpose of authentication and will have digital signature 

capabilities. The identification document will show the holder’s names, unique identification 

number, issuance date and expiration date. 

While the National identification document is not to be mandatory, being registered into the 

National identification system and having a unique National identification number is to be 

mandatory.  
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5.8 National Public Key Infrastructure 

Conventional identification credentials cannot be used for the next generation of applications 

such digitally signed tax returns. In some cases, they are not efficient enough to defend 

against modern fraud. Hence we proposed integrating into the National identification system 

a National Public key infrastructure.  

In the proposed national PKI, there will be an agency that will have the responsibility of 

planning authentication and accrediting CA management; this being more of political 

responsibility. The public key infrastructure is a hierarchical CA based architecture as 

illustrated in figure 5.4.  

 

 

Fig. 5.4 National PKI architecture 

The National PKI agency will be responsibility for planning National authentication, 

certificate policy and accrediting CA management. 
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The Issuing CA will be responsible for: 

 Issuing certificates. 

 Certificate revocation and renewal. 

 Creating its certificate revocation list. 

 Implementing access restrictions for directories to prevent misuse. 

The National identification agency will act as a mother RA for all CA. This is illustrated in 

figure 5.5.  

 

 

Fig. 5.5 Registration and certificate issue 

A subscriber requests for a digital certificate by registering with a given CA’s registration 

authority. The identification information provided by the subscriber is then confirmed with 

the National identification agency before the digital certificate is issued to the subscriber.  

Hence the National identification agency is acting as the registration authority of the National 

PKI, since the registration authority of all CAs ultimately connect with it for identification 

information confirmation. 
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6.  ELECTION AND CENSUS FRAUD SOLUTION 

This chapter illustrates how the restructured system should be applied to achieve fair 

elections and accurate census count figures.  

6.1 Information Flow for Elections Fraud Solution 

We proposed that those who are qualified to vote be registered into the INEC’s database and 

issued a permanent voter’s card after being identified through the National identification 

agency. For a person to be registered as a voter, that person must provide his unique National 

identification number for identity confirmation.  

We propose that INEC put in place a control database during any voting exercise  to register 

the identity information of those who have casted their votes in a given election type. If for 

instance a person voted in election type 1, his identity information will be entered into the 

election type 1 database which will record a given identification information once only. The 

control database is illustrated in figure 6.1.  

 

Fig 6.1 Election control databases 

If the database indicates that the identity information of a given person already exists in the 

control database, the person with the ID information is not allowed to vote; otherwise the 

person is allowed to cast his/her vote.  
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Fig 6.2 Data flow in an election 

Thus a given identification information can be entered into different election type’s databases 

if the person identified by that identification information has voted in the different election 

types. The control database is to help guide against human error and multiple votes from the 

same person. Figure 6.2 illustrates the information flow in the databases to guide against error 

and fraud. 
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Polling stations are to be connected to INEC’s main and control databases via virtual private 

network WAN as illustrated in figure 6.3.  

6.2 Information Flow for Census Count Fraud Solution 

In the proposed National identification system, the approximate population figures of Nigeria 

will always be known since all citizens including babies and legal residents will have a 

unique National identification number in the National identification database.  

The problem of manipulating census figures in different parts of the country is to be tackled 

through the cooperation of the National identification agency and the National population 

commission. Since the National identification agency database has the information of the 

total population of citizens and legal residents, it follows that the total number of citizens and 

residents of each local government area and each state government area is also well placed in 

the database as illustrated in figure 6.1.  

As said before, the National identification agency has the responsibility of educating the 

general populace on the need for information update in the system database. This is necessary 

for an up to date figures of population in the different sections of the database as illustrated in 

figure 6.1. 

The indispensable residential address information of each person in the database is: 

 Local government area code. 

 State government area code. 

The total population figures from the different sectors of the National identification agency 

database is to be used by the agency to set a limit to population figures for different local 

government areas and thus for different state government areas. 

For an easy check and balance operations, we proposed a NPC database that is over 90 

percent similar to that of the National identification agency as illustrated in figure 6.4; the 

only major difference being that the NPC database will also contain census information for 

governmental planning. 

 

 

Fig. 6.4 National identification agency and NPC database design  
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During any census count, the National population commission NPC is to fulfil its duties and 

obligations of documenting the necessary census information like the number of the 

educated, the uneducated, the employed et cetera that is needed for governmental planning.  

 

Fig. 6.5 Census figures authentication 

The National identification agency is to finally help to determine the final figures of the 

census count. This is achieved by a check and balance operation as illustrated in the flow 

diagram of figure 6.5 above, after the completion of the census count exercise by the National 

population commission. 
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7. DISCUSSION 

This chapter discusses the reliability, privacy and economic issues relevant to this thesis work 

and it is argued that the cost of implementation of the identification system is worth its 

advantages. 

7.1 Reliability Issues 

Computer systems are prone to error and breakdown. There is no technological system that is 

not prone to failure. Failure is usually due to hardware, software and communication 

problems. A system of the magnitude of a National identification system is more susceptible 

to failure than smaller systems. Hence reliability is always taken into consideration in any 

technological design by putting in place contingency plans. 

The databases in the identification system were designed to be independent to reduce fraud 

and the possibility of the whole system failing at the same time. Hence there is the backbone 

of the system which is the National identification agency’s database that holds basic 

identification information only. Other agencies populates their databases with basic 

identification information as well as with the information they require for their aim. This plan 

reduces the risk of total failure of the identification system as all agencies databases cannot 

breakdown at the same time. 

7.2 Privacy Issues 

The issue of privacy and security is the reason for the debate on national identification 

system. Opponents of a National identification system have always debated that the unique 

National identification number can be used to gather information about an individual from 

different sources thereby invading that individual’s privacy. The National identification 

document is highly perceived to strip an individual of his privacy and civil rights. It is being 

argued that the unique identification number or the identification document will increase the 

power of authorities and be used against an individual. 

To ensure the privacy protection of an individual, we recommend that: 

 All agencies, governmental and nongovernmental attempting to access the National 

identification system databases must adhere strictly to the privacy rules. 

 Only law enforcement and security agents should have access to the complete 

identification information of an individual when necessary. 

 The National identification number should not be demanded from any individual for 

any reason other than the reasons laid down by the government. 

 The identification information of an individual should go beyond a particular point 

only upon the individual’s authorisation. 

 A proven abuse of identification information should be made a crime with stiff 

penalties. 

7.3 Economic Issues 

Although implementing a National identification system costs a lot of money since the 

National identification card would cost much to administer, the long term advantages 

outweigh the economic implications of the cost of implementation. 
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The political problems of Nigeria costs more economically compared to the cost of 

implementing a National identification system and administering a National identification 

card. Though Nigeria political and civil problems are complicated, there are capable 

politician who can fix the situation. These capable politicians never get the chance of getting 

into the political office because of election fraud. If a good identification system can reduce 

elections and census count fraud to a minimum and save Nigeria from the problem of 

rebellion and the risk of breaking apart, then it should be implemented no matter how much it 

will cost. 

The problems of tax administration, Crime control and administration of justice are among 

the civil problems that a good National identification system would help to fix. Hence 

technically and logically, the benefits of a good identification system in Nigeria outweigh its 

cost of implementation. 
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8. CONCLUSION  

This chapter concludes this thesis work and proposes some further work. 

8.1 Conclusion 

This thesis has so far proposed a restructured Nigeria National identification system and an 

information flow pattern in the restructured system to help address election and census fraud. 

Although the focus was on the solution to election and census fraud, identification problems 

in general were also addressed. 

The thesis has put into application the main advantage of a unique identification number 

which is uniqueness; hence a perceived difficulty to the implementation of this thesis is the 

distribution of unique National identification number to each and every Nigerian. This 

difficulty can be overcome by allocating a time span for the distribution of the unique 

identification numbers and as well overhauling the Nigeria institutions of birth.  

8.2 Further work 

During the course of this thesis work we became aware that a good National identification 

system can help make a National census count and elections much more convenient and 

cheap. Thus we projected the following as future work: 

 Carrying out a comprehensive study on how a free and fair election can be achieved 

through the internet. 

 Carrying out a comprehensive study on how a National census count can be carried 

out through the internet 

 Developing software that can effectively handle the data flow in this thesis work. 
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Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

CA Certificate authority 

CP Certificate policy 

CPS Certificate practice statement 

CRL Certificate registration list 

DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid 

DNCR Department of National civic registration 

EEPROM Electronically erasable programmable read only memory 

FRSC Federal road safety commission 

IETF Internet engineering task force 

INEC Independent National electoral commission 

ITU International telecommunication union 

NIMC National identity management commission  

NIS Nigeria immigration service 

NPC National population commission 

PKI Public key infrastructure 

RA Registration authority 

RAM Random access memory  

RF Radio frequency 

RFC Request for comments 

ROM Read only memory 

VPN Virtual private network 

WAN Wide area network 

 

 

 

 

 

 


